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TikTokers are calling out the double standards fat people face, and the results are both angering and eye-opening. The post TikTok trend calls out double standards that fat people face: ‘Not really ...

TikToker exposes horrific double standards that fat people face daily: 'Not really acceptable when you're thicker'
I tested two types of these devices: 1) devices that used a mist of insect repellent to keep bugs away, and 2) those that used light or fans to repel them. Consumer Reports notes that clip on foggers ...

I tested 4 gadgets that promise to repel mosquitos so you can sit outside and not get bitten. This $47 device worked best.
Switch exclusive JRPG Shin Megami Tensei V Story trailer explained, new characters and seiyuu revealed including Saori Hayami ...

Shin Megami Tensei V Story Trailer - 5 Things You Need to Know
Dear Ashley, My boyfriend has a Grindr profile. I know this because I caught him scrolling one night while laying in bed. I asked why he was using it and he said that he was simpl ...

Dear Ashley: My Man Has A Grindr Profile And I Am Seriously Confused
Loving someone who loves someone else is tough, and here's why the pain of unrequited love tends to hit so hard.

This Is Why It's Painful To See The Person You Love With Someone Else
Spotting a cockroach-like bug in your home is seldom a welcome sight, and seeing something sizable that scuttles across your floor is especially freaky. While the bug may look like a cockroach, it ...

Experts Explain What to Do if You See a Giant ‘Water Bug’ Inside Your Home
In the quiet, plain hours, I still see you. I see you there. I see you bare. I see you raw and empty and yet so busy, your mind like 365 butterflies flapping in ...

In the Quiet Hours, I See you Bare.
The economic uncertainty and travel restrictions made us leave our bikes parked while the pandemic rolled on, and while looking for some form of relief I found refuge in movies that were able to ...

Motorcycle movies to keep you inspired
Two Good Samaritans drowned in just a week. One happened in waters off the Big Island, and the other took place off West Oahu. Ocean Safety said the incidents highlight the need for more ocean ...

Two Good Samaritan drownings in a week: What to do if you see someone in distress
As much as Louis Oosthuizen admires Ernie Els and the standard he set for South African golfers, this is not the time to join the Big Easy as a footnote in history. Els, the four-time major champion ...

Oosthuizen looking for silver jug, not another silver medal
If you're not seeing results with strength training chances are you aren't being consistent with your workouts, according to a trainer.

I’m a Trainer, and These Are the Main Reasons You Aren’t Seeing Results When Strength Training
There is a concerted and coordinated effort by these agencies to punish the owners and users of personal cars and trucks as a means to force the public to use mass transit or bicycles instead of their ...

Levine: No kidding! Your government wants you to give up your cars
Latrell Mitchell has lifted the lid on his fiery Origin feud with Dane Gagai as their club teammate Damien Cook explained how the duo’s passion and desire can lift South Sydney in the run to the ...

‘If you are not in blue I don’t respect you‘: Latrell Mitchell on Origin stoush with Dane Gagai
Demi Lovato understands that transitioning into using they/them pronouns is a learning curve for those who care about them—and Lovato even finds themselves using the wrong pronouns to identify, too.

Demi Lovato Doesn't Mind If You Misgender Them, as Long as You're Making an Effort
Dear Reverend, I met a woman online a few months ago, and we finally started getting together in person. I had told her all ...

She Doesn’t Like My Dog. Should I See Her Again?
More Americans than ever are quitting their jobs, according to government data from April — and plenty of them plan to work for themselves. At the same time, mortgage rates are very low (compare ...

If you dream of quitting your job and of buying a home, read this first
Taking part in a UFC fight week for the first time in nearly five years, Miesha Tate says she feels like she’s right back where she belongs.

Miesha Tate has title plans in UFC comeback but not rushing path to top: 'I just want to start with Saturday'
An experiment in which dogs did not reciprocate food giving with humans may reveal something about the dogs, or about how science is done.

Would dogs return the favor if you gave them treats? It’s complicated
My plant identification app said that a plant I saw in Foley, Alabama, was a China rose. It was a beautiful shrub used as a border. None of our nurseries ...

Plant ID app doesn't tell the whole story: If you want the right rose, you must do some searching
Will COVID-19 vaccines work if I have a weak immune system? Probably not as well as they do in healthy people, but the shots should offer some protection. It’s why vaccinations are still ...
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